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Family Nite Party Great
Fun For Young And Old
Alik~e: May 7 At Gibson

May, Tlie Montli Of Mciry

V ARIET.Y OF EVENTS PLANNED - ·
•
•
CARDS, DANCING, RAFFLE PRIZES Cot1nc1lman1c
Mrs. John J. Fischer, Chairman of the big Xavier Family
Night Party, Thursday, May 7, ~t the Hotel Gibson Roof
Garden, has completed arrangements for an entertaining
evening for young and old alike. For the benefit of the
less active party-goers card tables with individual table

Elections Tal~e
Place Mond.ay

prizes will be set up and games
will begin at 8 p.m. sharp. Each I sored by the Booklover's Assoindividual may play the game I ciatior·.
The men's organizaof his choice, whether it be tion will pilot a "Take-it-orbridge, pinochle, 500, or any oth- leave-it" raffle, with a profitable
er popular game. At 9: 30 danc- prize to the winner.
ing to the rhythm of Gene WagMrs. Fischer has asked the
ner's orchestra will commence. News to emphasize the need for
The highlight of the evening, early prize book and ticket reaccording to Mrs. Fischer, will turns.
She also stated that a
patron list is being compiled. A
be the raffling of the beautiful d
t'
f fi
d
, t b
Brunswick Radio and Phono- ona rnn
v? 0 11ars, sen eg raph with automatic record- fore May. l, will put . your name
changer and a fine assortment of on the hst. andt reserve
you
t' k for
t
1imen ary IC e s.
records.
This raffle is spon- t wo .comp
. a par t y f or th e w h ol e
Th 1s 1s
.
f
.
d 't
. b
av1er
am1 1y, an 1 w111 e·
X
·
d'
ti te par t y of th e year, accor mg
to the Chairman and her committee.
Remember the date,
Tickets for the Senior Ball are May 7 the place the Gibson
diminishing rapidly since they Roof Garden, the' time,
p.m.

Stuclcnt Council elections will
commence Momlay, May 6th.
Previously schcllulcll to begin
l\fonclay, April 28th, as announccd in the last eclition of
the News, balloting was clelayecl
at the last moment to enable
camlidates to conduct CUiier
campaigns.
V .
.
otm~ arrange~ents remam
as prev10usly pubhshed. A booth
.will be erected outside of Bellar·
Ch ape l , an d th e vo t'mg w1·11
mme
con t"mue f or th e f"irs t th ree d ays
t of
ohf th e . wee k . A.nnou:-icemen
I n lronor o J t lw Blessetl Jr:tfot Iwr n tl ai l y rosary will ·be
·
.
t e wmners will be made m
t
k' d't'
f th N
snitl t l rtririg ",.1ay, I l 1e mont Ii of "':tf,c1ry, at 1 :15 p.m. cit the Ortr
nex wee s e 1 10n .o
e ews. L ctd y o J Victory Jr'
:ttemoric1l Slirine on the l awn in front of
Each ·student will vote for Science Hall. All strule11ts are askecl' to participate in this
folur 1A·epresentatives fro~ his clevotion aimetl al giving bc1ck to tlie Blessecl Motlier lier
c ass.
subsequent ,...elect10n the
tl 0 J ,.1,
·fo11.owi11g···wee.K"-Will"'15e· ~e~d-i'n- __n_io_n_i__'_"'_'Y_·_____________________

were placed on sale last week, Be there for a grand time.
Bob Hummel, chairman of the

':h1ch the entire school will part1cipate to choose the Student

Senior Ball committee explained
this week.
The Ball is set for May 16,
from 8: 45 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the
Roof Garden of Hotel Gibson,
where Ches Wable and his orchestra with vocalist will play,
with Chris Christensen's Quintet of local radio talent performing at intermission time.
Hummel urged those who plan
to attend the affair to buy their
tickets early.

sen~ors elected as representatives.

°

Sell-Out Looms
For Senior Ball

8

Registrar Proud Papa
Raymond Fellinger, Registrar
of Xavier University, last week
became the proud father of a
bouncing baby girl.
'Tis no
new occurrence for the Fellingers.
The new addition is their
fifth!
Including the 1947 model, Mr. and Mrs. F. now have
three boys and two girls.
Cigars are available to well wishers in the Registrar's office.

Countess Clara Longworth
de Chambrun Guest Lecturer
The Countess Clara Longworth de Chambrun, native Cincinnatian, and sister of the late Nicholas Longworth, speaker of the
.• U. S. House of Representatives, lectured to English classes at
Xavier University's Evanston campus on Friday, May 2 at 9:30 a.m.
as the guest of Prof. Joseph Link, Jr., with whom she became associated before and during the War at the University of Paris,
France.
,
Mr. Charles F. Wheeler, Director of the Department of
English, · announced this week
that· the Countess' new book on
the Works of William Shakespeare is her 4th in a series,
while most Cincinnatians are
familiar with her famous work
"Cincinnati, The Story of the
Queen City." The Countess, head
of the American Library in
Paris during the war, holds a
Doctorate from the Sarbonne,
Paris, and is recognized . on the
continent as one of its most outstanding writers. General Chambrun, who will accompany the
Countess to Xavier, is a direct
Countess de Chambrun
descendant of Lafayette, French
General, and he holds honorary
citizenship in the United States, de Chambrun, were Senators in
where he was formerly ambas- Paris and Ambassador to Italy
sador from France. During the respectively.
T h e Countess lectured on
War, the General was head of
the American Hospital in Paris, "The Value of Literature Today"
and his brothers, the Marquisess at Xavier University,

Council President from the four

"Xavier Presents"
Ends With Summer
School Skit
The last of a series of ten
weekly radio programs over
WKRC known as "XAVIER
PRESENTS" will be heard on
Saturday afternoon, May 3, at
4: 45 p.m., according to an announcement made today by the
Faculty Director.
The tenth
and final program will feature
Dr. Raymond McCoy, Director of
Xavier's new graduate• school,
in a special skit designed to ac·quaint the listening public with
complete plans for the summer
school.
Mr. T~m Rusch, veteran announc'er on the Xavier show,
Tommy Gabriele, resident of
Marian Hall and soloist, Gene
Mahaney,
accordionist,
and
Jimmie Barbara, clarinetist, also
participate in the final program,
with Janet Deters as guest soloist. Frank Balmert concludes
the series with an original piece
entitled "Xavier Says Farewell,"
during which Gene Friedmann,
Jack Kirschner and Bob Quinlan are heard.
Having drawn considerable
fan mail, th~ series has been declared most successful, due
largely to the efforts of such
student staff members as Clarence Bechtold, C. Charles Lang,
Robert Helmes, Richard Boehle,
George Vetter, Alfred Schlef,
Gene Friedmann, John Leibold,
Bill Bocklage, Robert Dauer,
Tommy Sheeran, Nick Caraldo,
Buddy Clarke and Joe Wethington.
Over 75 students actually participated. in the series.

PO I ROT 0 R'AT ES HIs WAY
TO v ER KAM p v·1 CTO RY

Ralph G. Poirot, '48, was the winner of the coveted and highly
prized Verkamp Medal, the award given annually to the most excellent speaker in the Verkamp Debate, which was presented for
the 42nd time by the Poland Philopeclian Society. The contest was
held Thursday, April 24, in the Club Village of the Hotel Alms.
Mr. Poirot, a chemistry major,
was the third speaker of the
negative in the debate which
was held on the topic: Resolved,
That the United States should
at once adopt effective measures
to assist Germany in securing its
"Our expenses are $1500 a day
economic rehabilitation.
to meet effectively the increased
The judges awarded the deburden placed upon our shoulcision in the debate to the affirm- ders by the aftermath of war."
ative team composed of RayThis was not a financial statemond A. Schlichte, Jr., '51, W. ment by a large business firm,
Vincent Delaney, '48, and Donald but the daily expenses of the
J. Schenking, '47.
The judges Jesuit Patna Mission in Patna,
were the Very Rev. Mons. AuIndia.
gust J. Kramer, '25, Director of
This fact was told to a
Catholic Charities, Archdiocese
News
reporter in an interview
of Cincinnati, Mr. Alfred A.
Tuesday
with Fr. Killian, S.J.,
Conway, '17, President of the
who recently returned from a
Xavier Alumni Association, and
Dr. Daniel J. Steible, '35, Head year and a half stay at the JeFr. Killian emof the Department of English at suit Mission.
phasized
the
hardships
and sacOur Lady of Cincinnati College.
rifice
necessary
to
maintain
not
According to Mons. Kramer, who
only the American Jesuit Mis(Continued on Page 8)
sion but the European missions

'Believe It Or Not
Expenses' Bnrclen
Jesuit Missions

Economics Club
Elects Officers ·
Election of officers for the
next year for the Economics
Club will be held at the next
meeting to be held off-campus,
May 8, Jake Schweizer, club secretary told the News this week.
Those nominated for positions
were President, Ed Glockner,
Neil O'Leary, and John Beck;
Vice-President, Bob Van Meter,
Joe Kelly, Jake Schweizer, and
B. Sewell; Secretary-Treasurer,
John Sharkey and Arthur Nocheck.

who have lost support from
their war-devastated home countries.
Fr. Killian pleaded urgently for all the help Xavier
students can send both material
and spiritual, to turbulent India. He strongly reiterated the
(Continued on Page 8)

REGISTRATION

NOTE

All stmlcnts arc requested
by the Bursar to have their
reservation fee in her office
by !\lay 15. The fee is $10
for Day Students and $15 for
Campus Residents.

'
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Xayler, UnlYerslty, C\lny 2, 10-17 , weekly except during vacation period
Vol. XXXI, No. 21 Xayfer Unf\·ersity, H11mllton Caunty, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Appllcntlon for entry as second-cla11
E\'8USton. ~1.50 per ye11r.
matter is pending, ,
811b11crlptlon •t.llO per J'ellr.

Member
1esult College· Newspaper Ass'n.
Associated Collegiate Press

The Catholic School Press AllS'n.
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Faculty Thumbnail Ske1che1
By lack Carney
~~

Eric Seemann, PhD, better
known as "Doc" to his friends,
EDITORf,lL STAFF
who has come to be a prominent
Editor-In-chief ........................................................................ Robert E. Jacobi. :•:
A101mglng Editor ........................................................................ Thoma• Barna, .: figure i:l the Linguistic Depart8
A!Osoclnlo E1Jltor ........................................................................ lVllll11m Dock nse,
News Editors .................................................... Alfre1l Schlef, Howard Nabe~h11u11, ment at Xavier, was born in 1901,
Clarence lJechtohl, John "'1ul11l•ll, U, Clmrlcs Lang, Louis Bunnlnl', Jome& 0 Brlen "the first bright light at the
Exchange E•lltor .................................................................................... Oeorse !:tter
Sport 8 Editor .................................................................................... Clharle11 bp mel' turn of the century," near HamAulstnnts: Robert Hnnunell, \\'ltlhun L1lkol1', Lnny Austins, Ro ert J, burg, Germany.
Dr. Seemann
Contes, Chnrlcs L. Ger11cl, Rlc1•11r1l Henkel.
.
Fenture E1lltor ................................................................ Donald J. Schenklnir, •t'J made his early "Mark" in life
Assistants: Arthur Schuh, Cnrl ll. lCr11mb, Robert Dauer, John \V. Ca111ln,
in the German Federal Reserve
Jr., Gnbrlel ,J, J[nrtke, l!"rnnl< C. nulmcrt, ,John J,elbold, Puul W. Kelley.
Churllo Lnrkln, .Jack JllcCnllough.
News Bure1111 Chiefs ............................ Thom11s J,, Kenellly, Chorle1 Boson, Jr., Bank. In 1923, when., inflatio:'I.

Intercollegiate Colle1e Press

-.

Let's Get'
Acquainted

Jfobert Jlelmes, Joo Jlleyer.
E•·enlng College Stotr ............................................................ l\lnrle F:onrnoyK Chief
Reporters and Correspo111lents .................................................... Chor es E'.
oen Jr,
A1111rew V. Uo,les11k, Pnul F. Ernst, J,011 linpluskl, Jim O'Br1en,
StulT l'hotor;ro1>hers ............................ Rlehnri1 D~~~~~·t J~:~ ~!h~"':!~ j;!!:i!!~~~~
Stl•IT Artist ............................................................
•
BUSINESS llANAGE~rnNT
Business ::lfannr;er ..................................................................j' J11m;;1
~'~!~· ·~:
1 '.Frledo.:::n
AHlstnnt Business lllnn11gers ........................ Jerry Jlnl ~:!n~ne "',}.e
~~~ ~1t~ 10~1r!~~:...""er ............................................................
E~ltorlal Advl1er
Joseph Llnl<, Jr. '3il
Victor CJ, Stcchschnlte, 8.J.
(The views and opinions ns expresse1l by vnrlo111 feoture writers, columnists
and gue11 t writers tlo not m.-eessnrlly ex1>reu tho olTlclal oplnlona of the
Xav!cr Unh-erslty Admlnlstrntlon.
llflltter11 of oft'lclal naturfl appearlns
In the NEWS will be s" deslirnated.\

1

EEHl~A.
.'·
an

To George And Hia Boy•
Dear Editor:
During the past seven months
there has be~n a constant stream
of criticism, justified and unjustified, directed toward the athlctic teams which represent Xavier. - It serons that we were
the victims of numerous schools
with whom we engaged in athletic contests.
There is one school in particular that was always giving us
a "rough time" as it were, namely, Kentucky.
Well, we've finally turned the tables, rather I
should say the Xavier baseball
nine under Mr. George Hiatt
did. So, here's to George and
the boys, may they continue to
take sweet, sweet revenge' for
the bumps suffered during the
last· seven months.
Dick O'Connor

• • •

Corincil Election•

e
'

Tempol'al'y Building~ To Be Eyesores?

N .unusual amount of comment in alumni circles has
arisen due to the location of the temporary buildings
A
now being erected on the campus by the Federal Works

Agency. Some of the comments ~re critical of the fact that
the buildincrs have been so prominently located on the terrace fronti~g the East c~mpus .. A c.areful consid.eration <;>f
the problem involved will readily dispel the basis for this
criticism. The two buildings are so located because they are
urgently needed and no other sites are available. All University property behind the academic buildings, on Herald
Avenue and on Woodburn from Herald to Victory Parkway,
is given over to the Federal Housing Veterans' Village.
Campus property immediately north of Albers Hall is the
site of the permanent buildings - Logan Hall and the Memorial Auditorium - which are to be erected as soon as
conditions permit. All west campus locations are unsuited
because the temporary buildings must be readily accessible
to the student body if they are to serve the purpose for
which they are being erected. University officials have expressed the opinion that the buildings are of such construction that, when completed and the surroundings _properly landscaped, they will enhance the campus rather than
detract from its appearance.
Xavier Alumni Newsletter

e

An English Bishop's Rep01·t On Our Morals

BISHOP from England (name and local residence withheld) has recently been reported as saying that through
A
exhaustive survey proof can· be given that
of the boys
"90%

and 75% of the girls in the colleges of the United States
practice illicit love".
The terribly striking and overwhelming implications
of .such a "supported" statement are quite clear.
He claims, "The young people of the United States, at
the present time, are suffering from un-controlled emotions,
the like of which the world has not seen for many ages".
Of course, one may offer innumerable retorts to this
unidentified bishop; this is but a single report and may
easily be questioned. One could also offer that the Isle of
England is not so virgin pure herself. But that really isn't
getting to the core of the matter; we all know that our
country is still suffering from war hysteria and looseness
of morals.
We all know also that much "illicit love'' is indulg~d in
by the youth of this country but one may doubt that many
of us realize how great the degree really is. In some cases
even ·Catholic youths are guilty no doubt as a result of the
"comradeship" of the war years and not as a result of family, principles or neglect in rearing.
It might almost pass as a truism to claim that all Catholic men of this university should strive to their utmost in
resisting the temptation to imitate the majority in behavior
of this nature just because "everyone else does". ·
Let us keep in mind: Nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus
- "Virtue is the true and only nobility".

e Tlie Bulletin Boai·d Beckons

S

TUDENTS are asked and encouraged to read the bulletin
board from time to time, preferably once a day. Complaints have been received in the dean's office pertinent to
oversights on the part of non-readers. It's your bulletin
board; the infQrmation is put there for you. The least you
can do is spend a minute a day to read it.
\

made the addition of figures overcomplicated, he stepped aboard a
ship and sailed for America,
"where figures were much simpler." He had a distant relative
in Northern Ohio who took him
on as a farm hand at $20.00 per
month.
.-"Doc" decided that he wouldn't
get very far without an education
so he entered Capitol U:iiversity.
He worked his way through
school in three years, coming
forth with an A. B. degree and
$1,200 .in his ·pocket. He swept
on to Columbia University whern
he was awarded his Masters Degree.
He spent the summer as
riding counselor in a .boy's.camp,
where he "eventually_ learned
how to ride."
Four years of teaching at Yale
enabled the Doctor to accomplish
his PhD, in Linguistics. This
chapter completed, he headed
south for Cincinnati, stopping
for five years at U. C., where he
"found a wife." With the ,arrival
of Air Corps students in 1940,
Xavier greated Dr. Seemann, instructor in Meteorology. There
during the war years and gas
rationing, he couid be found
zipping about the campus on a
motorcycle, endangering t h e
well-being of students and fac·
ulty members.

Peek Of The
Week
s

Snt 11r1J11y, l\fay

"XaYlcr

Ptresents'.''
4:45 p.m.

S11111J11y, l\llly

4

Tra1lltlonlsts
llnll

Mmulny, J\lny

Mermaid

WKRrC.

meet.

Hinkle

5

•ravern, Dlue Room,

8:00 p.m.

Phll<>JIC<llan Society,
Hall. 7 :30 ,p.m.

T11e1dny, Mlly 8
Clef Club. Albct'S

XU

Albers

Jlall,

7 :30

p.m.
Strident Council, Room
10,
12 :30 (Mii.

\1'ednesd11)·. llfay · '7

Pblloaophy
Club,
Teachers
Room, 7 :30 p.m.
lleldelherg German Club, Fen·
wick Club, 8:00 p.m.

Tb11raday. Jllay

8

Dand Practice, Band Room,
7:30 p.m.

Sunday, lfay U

'l'raclltlonlsts
Hall

meet.

Hinkle

Tueadoy. May 13

rClot Club, Albers Holl, 1:30
p.m.

TburHdn)·, l'llRY 15

I

,{scc011lon Thursday, i "HOLi·

DA\'."
FrldR:r. l\f&J' 18

,Senior Ball • • ,

~.

[This "Letter& to the Editor" column is for
exchange of
views and serves as an open forum for free and frank dis·
cussion of any matters of interest to Xavier students, alumni and fr1ends.
Letters should be limited to 200 words,
m~st be signed but names will be deleted from publication if requested.]

Dear Editor:
Within a short time the students of Xavier are going to
elect a new student council.
W!hen the polls are opened, each
and every man will have an opportunity to cast -a vote, for the
candidate of his choice.
A number of potential candidates from each year have interested themselves to the point
of canvassing their fellow students and of having their names
placed on the -ballot.
It now
becomes our task as voters to
examine each aspirant for office
knowing that he will be responsible for the views of each individual student and that he
will be one of Xavier's official
representatives.
If the council is to be the active, forceful group that we, the
students, wish it to be, then it
becomes our own individual duty to scrutinize the capabilities
of the men whose names appear
on the ballot.
Let us not be
remiss in this all important duty.
On the day of election' after a close consideration of each
candidate's ability we should be
able to place in office a student
council of unquestionable caliber; a student council that will
voice the feelings of the major.,·
ity of voters.
Remember that two things are
necessary for an excellent coun-

cil.
First, inspect the qualities of the office seekers; and,
secondly, "get out the vote."
Charles A. Rubey

• • ••

Reader Clark Object.a
Dear Editor:
You show very poor judgment
in publishing the letter of Mr.
"Bubble Chaser"
Poirot.
Is
Xavier a university or a kindergarten?
Why must the pages
·of an otherwise \\'.Orthy college
newspaper be cluttered with
such infantile prattle?
Why
cannot the "Bee Hive" be restricted to articles which are
both pertinent' and· practical'?
I ask you sir, is the "Bubble
Chaser's" contribution either of
these?
The most that can be
said of his efforts is that he
shows definite promise of becoming unsurpassed as a cliche
expert.
Perhaps that member of the
Air Corps Reserve would like
breakfast- served to him in bed
and a personal valet attend 'him
since he is part of that distin.;
guished organization.
Maybe
these little niceties can be arranged; but please, dear Editor,
not through the medium of the
"Xavier University News."

Clarence B. Clark

• • •

Yersris Coke Dance Whiins
Dear Editor:
For the lasf'.few issues of the
Xavier News the Beehive seems
to be catering to the whims of
a certain student who is bound
and determined to- have dances
in the cafeteria. As the dances
are rather impossible, they really don't matter too much but it
is the .morals of our friend that
worries me. At first. he was insistent upon the formation of a
"coke canteen" but of late he
seems to have sunk lower into
the depths of sin by urging the
faculty to sell beer and thus
contaminate his coke canteens.
Good heavens!
If this continues we might as well install
cocktail lounges in the Chem.
Labs.
Let us only ,hope that
this fellow, obviously -an undesirable, is not one to disgrace
Xavier in his admitted "mean-'
derings about town in the search
of gaiety."
Wm. Chas. Thos. Ulsure

ETS

All disabled veterans of World War II were reminded today
that there is a splendid law on the statute books, designed to help
them_overcome any vocational handicap which they have _as a result of a disability incurred during their period of service. · Frank
E. August, Manager of the Cincinnati Regional Office of the Vet·
erans Administration, today urged all disabled veterans to familiarize themselves with Public Law 16, legislation which, he said, is
exclusively tailored for them.
.
Under. the provisions of this law, disabled veterans who apply
for vocational rehabilitation are carefully processed and afforded
scientific guidance to assure VA that the vocational objective
selected for the veteran is commensurate with his talents and aptitudes.
Once a job objective is ascertained, the veteran's training program is carefully supervised by special VA representatives, During
training th? veteran receives his regular disability compensation,
plus a subsistence allowance. "We are interested in reaching every
disabled veteran who is entitled to the provision of Public .Law
16," Manager August declared, "and he can ·set full information at
any VA installation.''
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Family Life Conference At 'X' ...... ~ DORM
Scheduled Dy~~~ 8!~,ust 25-30 ~R:?~~!~!
$$

n

n

A tentative schedule for the Family. Life Conference at Xavier
University from .August 25-30 has been compounded by the Family ,..
•...,..
••...,_...,.,...,,..,.._ _..,,.,,.,- ·,,,_•...,.__._•..,.,..
Glad to see the "canteeen capLife Institute, according to Mr. Robert Cissell, Secretary.
The Institute has for its aim the promotion of the welfare of italist" Ray Benjamin, back at
the family by the encouragement of wholesome and successful his ,post. It must have ·bee::i a
homes.
It will endeavor to
Polish wedding. Did you tag the
gather
pertinent information
three week honeymoon too Ray?
dealing with family · problems
Jim Rodgers, and Ace Mcand place that information beElwain, the official dorm umfore the general public.
pires, probably are ,being tutored
by Dick Kearney. Seems all
"The objectives of the Family
Dick's tosses are sure strikes
Institute are long-ranged, with
when Biology instructor Jim
a permanent organization at XaKnapp steps up to the plate.
vier an ultimate goal," says M•.
Wonder how Jim Murnane fits
Cissell. "But a full time schedinto all of this?
ule would ent!}il a great deal of
time and work, so we have made
Now, most of us are still searchthe following plans for the presing for that perfect atmosphere
.·· ent."
at meal time. Not Neil O'Leary
though. Where are we gobg to
He then outlined the tentative
find five lovely ladies to sit with
schedule for the August Conferus? Tsk, tsk, Neil. That boy's
ence which includes a series of
got it!!
six lectures on each of the subjects: "The Marriage EncycliWarren Brown is a peaceful
cal," "Family Sociology," "Home
fellow, but a certain woodpecker
is playing havoc with his good
Economics," and "Child Care
l\lr. Robert Cissell
nature. Very early in the mornarid Training." There will also
b~ single lectures on:
"Family Cana Conferences
engaged ing too! No complaints from
Life Institute In The College couples and distribution of Fam- J, Jaske. What would that imply?
Program," "Literature On The ily Life Literature to Cana ConThe Speech class is still bublin'
Family," "Sources of Factual ference couples, students, and over Bob-Heiny's three minute
Information,"
Organizations interested in<jividuals.
masterpiece. What a delivery!
Dealing With The Family,'.' "RaMail all inquiries regarding What an ·orientation! What a
dio And Little Theater Possibil- the Institute to:
glorified "D" minus!
ities," "The Grail Workers,"
Mr. Robert F. Cissell, Ex. Sec.,
Tom Fox .pretended to be very
"Population Trends,'' and "PlanXavier Family Life Institute, surprised yesterday when he
ned Settlements."
·
Cincinnati 7, Ohio.
came from morning classes. A
The August Conference will
young lady was sitting in his
include Mass and Communion
0 "wolf-wagon" for two hours on
at convenient times.
Evenings
the morning after the night
will be taken up with special
before. Maybe the big surprise
lectures, demonstrations, inspecThe practice of writing a was J. c. Kelly at the wheel.
tion trips, and entertainment. thesis in order to obtain a bachThings we'd like to know A holy hour with a renewal of elor's degree may be abandoned When is Hugh Gootee ·going to
marriage vows will be· included. in certain fields of study in favor receive his new typewriter? Why
Mr. Cissell pointed out 'that of taking a comprehensive ex- did Dietrick miss the windows
the eritire facilities of Xavier aminatfon, Rev. V. B. Nieporte, next to the store, close to •the
will be_ used for the Conference S.J., dean of the Liberal Arts drain, underneath the pipe, in
and Elet and Marion Halls will College said this week.
· the attic, at the Union house?
The program has not been
be available for out-of-town
definitely outlined at Xavier, Fr.
delegates:"
This practice
Among the prominent speak- Neiporte said.
ers will be the Most Reverend prevails in many colleges, he reJohn T. McNicholas, OP, Arch- poi·ted, with the examination givPlans to paint and redecorate
bishop of Cincinnati; the Very en near the end of a senior's secReverend Celestin J. Steiner, SJ, ond semester.
the married students' housing
At a recent meeting of the area on Herald Avenue were
President of Xavier University;
Dr. 0. E. Baker. Profesimr of Academic Council of the Univer- made at a recent meeting of the
Geography, University of 'Mary- sity, several scholastic depart- 90-A-Month Club, Mike Vikerland; Dr. A. H. Clemens,. Soci- ments reported their desires of tosky, club president, has anResults nounced.
ologist, Catholic University of starting the practice.
America; Miss Ruth Craven, Ex- have shown that the physical A ·landscaping project which
ec u ti v e Secretary, National sciences still hold in favor of the includes sodding and planting
Council of Catholic Women; thesis, while the social studies shrubbery over the entire area,
Reverend Edward Dowling, SJ, prefer the comprehensive exam- will - begin before the summer
The physical sciences, months Vikertosky said. The
The Queen's Work, St. Louis; ination.
and other national authorities on in preferring the thesis, say barracks will be painted white
they wish to introduce the stu- or shingles will be added over
various phases of family life.
Other immediate objectives of dent in a field of research, while the present finish,. he said.
Among other plans to improve
the Family Life Institute, be- the social studies believe· the
sides the August Conference, comprehensive examination can married student living condiare occasional Cana Confer- give a student a firmer grasp on tions announced at the meeting,
his major field of study.
was a plan to open a co-operaences
married
couples,
_
__:_for
__
____
_ _ _~re_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ tive grocery store.
The store

for
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ComprehensivesSltppl ant Th eses

Through Catlwlic Eyes

M~d~::~s Fi~d-True Humanity
{

ll

TOfileS
·
Of AllClelll
•
Cl •
· 8881CS
By Rev. Dr:. JJ"'illinm Perboyrc Hetlwringlori

[This is the third iii a sel'ics of ai·ticlcs written by the Jesuit
Fatlie1's of Xavier for Xavie1· students to give the students what
many have asked the News to present: a solid, Catholic viewpoint,
quotable as authority, on world affairs ancl on matte1·s of interest
to Catholic men.]

There have been many times in history when the fate
of the world hung in the balance. Thus Chesterton says of
the wars of Rome with Carthage:
"We have to thank the patience of the Punic wars if, in
after ages, divine things descended at least upon human
things and not inhuman."
We are aware of such events, but vaguely, as of things
once known but long forgotten. Therefore the Church has
always thought it good that education should acquaint a man
with his heritage. It is good that we should know how low
unaided man can fall as in ancient Carthage: it is good that
we should know how high he can aspire as in· ancient Rome.

Culture, which comes t11rough
education, can be defined as Plato defined character: "the capacity for feeling pleasure and
pain at what one ought." That
capacity can be best acquired by
the study of the great civilization which gave birth to the
western world.
"If we prescind from supernatural revelation, Greece and Rome represent the best example in history of mankind of a full and
rounded development of the human spirit from childish beginnings, through all the stages of
growth in religious, philosophical, literary, and artistic ideals,
to a wonderfully mature perfection." '·
Thus, for example, Wordsworth tells us: "first study the
ancients, Greece and Rome.
Then come to us moderns and
you will know what is good in
us."
Of the beauty of thought
the great Cardinal Newman says
that the study of Plato will be
"a stay for the memory to rest
on, a burning thought at the
heart, a bond of union with men
of like minds ever after." For
one who is tempted to value
"getting ahead" more than the
things of the spirit, it is steadying to learn that the pagan Aristotle places man's true happiness in the contemplatlon of
truth."
The attack on religion today
is an indirect attack.
It is an
attack not so much on religion
as on the fine things in human
nature upon which grace builds.
Birth-control,
mercy-killing,
sterilization, technocracy, totalitarianism: these are the forms
under which the Carthaginian
worship of Moloch has returned.
He is a broken reed who numbers not among his beliefs honwould be financed and operated or, and sacrifice, and. the saneby the married
students and

Improvements Set
For Campus Homes

Students
Math And PhysiC.S
•
Club
"
Rev":ve Extra-Curr:cular
Xavier, too, has its extra-:curricular activitie:'I for the science
students. The Math·Physics Club has for its purpose the furtherance of interest in the fields of mathematics and physics among
the students. The organization was activated in 1941 under the
direction of the Rev. Victor C. Stechschulte, S.J., Director of the
Department of Mathematics and
iors, who discussed their thesis
Physics.
material.
At the last meeting
After a short suspension of ac- Charles Toelke discoursed on
tivities due to the war, the Math- "Micro-Wave Oscillation CaviPhysics Club was reactivated by ties" while Joe Lagedrost disa number of former officers of cussed "Static and Dynamic
the activity, under the supervi- Wtheel Balancing."
sion of the moderator, Fr. StechThe officers of the organizaschulte.
These former officers tion are Jim Cullen, President;
are Herb Bohlen, Fred Fay, Bob Don Schenking, Vice Pre,sident;
Kemphues, Don Schenking, and Bill Behler, Secretary-TreasurCharles Toelke.
er; and Charles Toelke and Fred
The club meets on the first and Fay, Directors. At a recent
third Wednesdays of each month meeting, Wednesday, April 23,
at 7: 30 in Room 47, Albers Hall. Hugo Heermann presented a
Talks have been gi\>en in ,pre- short talk on "Leibnitz," while
vious meetings by members of Paul Reising will discuss "J. J.
the faculty and by science sen- Thompson."

would eliminate retail profits
and relieve some of the financial
strain on hard pressed married
families.
Definite action will
be taken at the next meeting, it
was stated.

ALUMNI BOARD
TO MEET MAY 6
The next regular monthly
meeting of the Xavier University
Alumni Association's Board of
Governors will be held Tuesday
evening, May 6, in Albers Hall.
Mr. Alfred A. Conway, President of the association, will present an· outline of his program
for the Alumni's June reunion.
The June reunion is held not
only for the members of the
alumni, but. also for the purpose
of welcoming the 1947 .graduates into the Alumni Association, Conway said.

...

. ,. ·.

Fr. Hetherington
tity of the home, and the dignity of every human soul, and
the nobility deep within the· desires of every man.
He is a
Christian perhaps but without
roots and who will bend before
the storm.
One can easily lose confidence
in man when one sees the gathel'ing clouds in the skies under
which we live. But as the student comes to know more of the
wise past, he will begin to feel
again gladness of belief in "human things" and hatred of things
inhuman. He will come to know
the storm of today for what it is
and to rejoice in the knowledge
that it is drowned in the roar of
testimony of ancient times.
For there are only two sure
things in which man can hope:
human nature which God has
made, and the grace of Christ
which He has given to perfect
that nature. Both of them are
to be found in Rome, the mistress, by the provitlence of God,
of the ancient world.

ROTC Higlilights
By Charlie Larkin
The trophy awarded to the
cadet with the highest average
score for postal and shoulder to
shoulder matches fired during
the current season was won by
J. J. Siefker. Inter-team competition for the two smaller trophies will be completed this
week.
"It was a thrilling and enjoyable afternoon - one I shall
long remember," said Miss Catherine Diehl after reviewing the
corps.
Cathy told me it was
a very interesting experience
and, should she have the honor
again, she promises to practice
saluting.
New uniforms have been issued to everyone except five el-

ementary students who need odd
the entire
sizes,
However,
corps will be completely outfitted in time for the annual inspection.
Each cadet, including the band,
will receive a merit or demerit
at every corps day for the remainder of the semester.
...._
Congratulations to S / S g t.
Aarant T. Howard, military faculty, 'vho has been notified by
the War Department that the
Belgian government has honored him with two decorations.
The Annual inspection of Xavier's ROTC unit will be held
on May 8 on the Evanston campus.
The inspecting party will
· (Continued on Page 7)
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VIEWS OF THE NEWS

Ka111pus
Kc1.leidoscope

By Claarlie Hogan
Last Monday night George C. Marshall, Secretary of State,
made his report to the people of. the United States on the results
of the Moscow conference. As Mr. Marshall himself stated, the
report was little more than what has appeared in the newspapers.
But from the report, one can clearly tell what the plans of the
allied powers are. Great Britain and the United States are joined
in the hope <Jf making Germany a peaceful nation, wtih no opportunities for an aggressive group to seize con.trol of the governing body. France is riding the fence, but remembering the recent
Nazi nightmare, she is leaning a bit towards her English speaking
allies. Not only is the Soviet plan opposed. to the accepted objectives of the peace, since she wants to set up a strong centralized
government, one that could easily be subjected to such forces as
Communism, but her attitude is summed up in the very words of
Generalissimo Stalin to Mr. Marshall. The Red leader suggested
that after the diplomats wore themselves out, compromises could
be reached. It is one of the Communistic formulae to success wear clown the opposition and then push your own propositions.
But the new Secretary of State is firm in his conviction that there
is no time to wait. While Germany is rapidly sinking, saved only
by the aid from our government, Russia refus,es to cooperate in
stabilizing the economic system of the .tonquered power. And no
action could be taken.
Consequently, the only success of the Moscow conference was
a negative one. For although there was actually little accomplished,
Mr. Marshall showed definitely the stand of the United States. He
has made it apparent that he will make no settlements merely to
show that somehing has been done. He has balked the Russia:i
plans and has condemned their selfish uncooperativeness. With
this in mind and in realizing the opposition that he was up against
in Moscow, we join the Presideht in saying to the Secretary of
State, "Well done, Mr. Marshall."

By Bob Dauer
Bill Bocklage

arrd

OBSERVATIONS AND
GLEANINGS THAT WE SOMEHOW ACCUMULATE BETWEEN
TERM PAPERS, COSMOLOGY
EXAMS, AND BOOK REPORTS:
Heard of a visitor to the campus, while watching construction
of the new Lizard's Lounge
"ls it arriving or leaving?"

* •
George McDuffy, the only student who would rather ride
street cars than eat, is collecting
souvenirs of the ·City's street
railway. Contributions to his
collection of such articles as fare
boxes, wheels, transfers, air
compressors, ·or what have you
- will be greatly appreciated
by Mr. McDuffy.

• •

YOUNGER GENERATION:
Frank Norris, Xavier's Oliver
Twist, seen throwing stones at
airplanes???

• • •

Our troubled paternal in~~
stinct
has been soothed on learn:·:== :·:
:·: - :-:
iif1
ing of the adoption by the Ford
Motor Car Co. of the little
RECORDS
cherub that's been reclining on
• many of Cincy's billboards for
SHEET MUSIC
1111
:·:
the past several" days. We thought
1111 •
is tlie
GREETING
CARDS
there was something 'behind it
:·:
1111
after all.
:·: Place to meet· where folks 1111

\~JTbe

·

The Talk of Xavier

== :-:-:-: ==

PURPLE

~II

cow~!)

downtown want to eat.

:·:

liifFountain Square Hotel[~~
fii Cincinnati, Ohio 1111

:·====·====·=== :-: ==:·:

:-:--:·:

• •

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.
~~~~~~..~~~~.w.~

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

• • •

This column will accept co::i.tributions from students interested in having Doc Wheeler's
car. washed-

• • •

Doc Porter never fails to get
a chuckle out of his EDUC;· PSY.
classes when he asks "All students not present, please raise
their hands."

By Palll Kelly
A majestic all Brahms program played Friday and Saturday
April 18 and 19 at Music Hall with Rudolf Serkin, pianist,
as guest soloist concluded the fifty-second season of the Cincinnati Symp\J.ony Orchestra and terminated Eugene Goossens' sixteen _
years as musical director and regular conductor.
The Cincinati Symphiny Ochestra joined in the world-wide
homage paid to Johannes Brahms during this year, the fiftieth anniversary of his death, by performing his profound orchestral works.
Last week's tribute constituted one of the outstanding pograms of
the season. The chorale theme of the Variations on a Theme by
Haydn made an impressive introduction. Rudolf Serkin injected deep feeling into the
intricate phrasing of the ponderous Concerto No. 1 in D-Minor
and showed himself worthy of
his l·enown as a concert pianist.
Mr. Goossens gave a masterly
interpretation of the austere
Symphony No. 1 in C-Minor.
In a brief farewell, Mr. Goossens, who il10W goes to Australia
where he will assume the leader·
ship of the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra, urged Cincinnatians
to cherish ,their · fine body of
musicians and continue their
support which he found so helpful during his years here. The
young American conductor, Thor
Johnson, who is to succeed Mr.
Goossens, will return in the fall
to begin rehearsals for next season.
As a whole the symphonic
Eugene Goossens
season has been more resplendent with great names than with with Paul Paray conducting and
great music. In all, nineteen this final Goossens' program far
guest artists and guest\ conductors outrank the others. Among the
have appeared with .the orchestra soloists, Alexander Brailowsky
during the year. For orchestral and Rudolf Serkin, pianists, and
music, the four pairs of concerts
(Continued on Page 8)

• • •

We've discovered ·at last why
Xavier's baseball team members
are so scattered in the Crosley
field stands. That's where Coach
Hiatt gets his baseballs.

NOW!
We're
Steering Trucks
by Telephone

• • •

An Independent Since 1842

1500 Xavier students will feel
vindicated to know that the Enquirer reports "Business and
action strengthen the brain, but
too much study weakens it H. G. Bohn."

Hospitality
in your hands

To live up even better to
our Service Department's
famous motto, "Get there
fast and get it. fixed'' . , .
radio telephones are being installed in our Trouble Trucks.
Now, when your call comes in, we can get in touch with
our men in the field immediately ... by phone .. , and
head their trucks your way faster than ever.

THE C~NCINNATI GAS

!ft

ELECTRIC CO.

Too lmportaut To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPAN'f

•

_AV. 6480

l.

.
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BOOSTERS .CLUB •
PLANS MEETING
SUNDAY, MAY JI

Attention, all Boosters! On
Sunday, May 11 , 2 :30 p.m., at
the Downto\vn College there will
be an important en r 1
t'
. glt e a bmee mg
of the Boost ers.
1ms een noticed that a faithful few attend
th
me t'
L t'
k
esed tue mgst. We.tsh ma e a
recor
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i
summer
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Tennis Club To
Announce N eiv
Schedule Soon
Meetings of the tennis committee were held on Monday and
Wednesday of this past week.
The committee headed by Larry
Barker is ironing out all the details ·of the Tennis Club. All
members will be informed during the week of May 4 as to the
time, place, and schedule of the
club.
If you are interested and have
not as yet turned in your name,
it is not too late to do so. Leave
it in the NEWS box in the office.

Circiis ls Feature
Of Booster Club's
Successful Party
The circus really came to
town last Friday night: typical
rainy weather, trained seals,
lion-tamers, jugglers, clowns,
peanuts, popcorn!
A most successful Booster
Party featured Clowns McGee
and Barker, Jugglers Luskey
and Berns, Lion-tamer Dinsmore taming Lions Weiler, L.
Grome, and Behler. The incomparable barker was Koy Kleuner.
Esteemed pres. Morris did his
best as a trained seal. C. Grome's
Sinatr'a version of "Always" will
be remembered as will the
chorus line of Dufjy, Stacey,
Grome, and Froehlicher. Lady
Mossman rode aloft a .gallant
steed dragged by bold Knight
Duffy.
Yes, the circus really came to
town! Than~s, Jeanne Dillon
and committee, for lots of fun.

E·vening College Edito1·ial -

A Clarion Call To All
. ·

.

DURING the p~s~ fl':e or __ s1x years you an~ ~ ?ave been
. . eagerly ~nhc1patmg many post-~ar activities at ~a
~1er. We realize~ that the abnormal times ma?e orgam~a
hon and accomplishment of extra and co-curricular achvities extremely difficult ·if not impossible. So we waited and ho d
S pe ·
·
· ·
.,
ome of us are shl 1 waiting. And, yes, some are sh1l
hoping. But others have lost hope. They have succumbed
t o a 1ethargy - m
· some cases, one might
·
· a stupor.
call it
These fossiliferous individuals continue to regard the Evening College as a superannuated School of Commerce courses in Accounting and Business Administration. They
fail to perceive the scope of Xavier's programs. They fail
to realize that "Xavier is a Way of Life." They do not see
that Xavier is expanding. An ever-increasing number of
students, the addition of a Graduate School, the broadening
of Public Relations, the inauguration of such experiments
as the Family Life Institute --.,.. all of these give evidence
to such expansion. There is no reason why the Evening
College too should not expand. We are assured of the approval and encouragement of our president, Father Steiner,
and our dean, Father O'Connor.
·Now is the time, people, for that "co-curricular renaissa11ce.,, Now is tl1e time for the Evening College students
to assert themselves. Throughout the year we hear comments, complaints, criticisms. Now - let us have it! What
do you want?
The possibilities for such activity are many. To list a
few: the staffs of the NEWS and ANNUAL, the Masque
Society, various sports activities, the facilities for which are
available on the Evanston campus, Debate Teams, Study
and Discussion Groups, the Xavier Band, and Xavier Orchestra. 1(This last is to be organized in the coming year.)
The benefits of these activities to you individually are
infinite: personal development in poise and leadership, valuable lessons in human nature through cooperation with
others, delightful associations and friendships, the inspiring guidance of our splendid Jesuits, an abundance of the
personal satisfaction that results from the application of all
our energy, talent and enthusiasm to the achievement of
some worthy goal - in other words, lots of fun.
In order to determine the extent of the student interest
in such activities 1 Jack Morris, president of the Boosters'
Club, Bob Duffy, Director of Social Activities, and Mary
Brinkmann and Marilyn Hilvers of the NEWS staff will endeavor to contact all students individually. Give them your
ideas - and let's be constructi\'e. These people are sincere
in their efforts to plan a program of activities that will enrich your evenings at Xaxier.

Outstanding Science Student
Explains Modern Wonder Drugs
By Ct1tliie Dielrl
[Miss Diehl is an outstanding student in the Science Department of the Evening College.
She is employed as labomtory
technician in the Anti-biotic Depa1·tment of Research of Wm. S.
Merrill Chemical Company.
Recently she enjoyed the honor of
attending the meeting of the National B_acteriologists at Miami
University, Oxford.]

The story of the discovery of penicillin and its fellow
antibiotics and their development into "wonder drugs" is an
amazing one. These invisible life-saving workers were harnessed by man not quite twenty years ago. At that time
penicillin made its debut and dealt a mighty blow to many
By Pat Riley
If you're a very observant terrifying disease-causers, such as the notorious pneumonia
soul, you've probably noticed bugs. All over the world research laboratories began comb-

AS RILEY SAYS

.,r,

r.':

·-"

the creep who undertakes to
undermine the gentler sex by
writing a most unpleasant article
on ladies' purses and the unpredictable contents of same.
Not that there is anything unnecessary or inappropriate in
the average woman's overnight
case. In taking inventory of my
own small-size steamer trunk I
found: 1 cosmetic bag containbg
lipstick and compact; 2 slightly
moldy soda crackers; 112 candy
bar - with nuts (on the inside,
that is); $0.36 in my wallet
('twas the night before payday);
1 small pair of pliars; 1 tooth
brush (.but no spare plate'; 2
more lipsticks; 3 packs of gum;
1 salt shaker; 1 bottle of HeavenSent; approximately 5000 bobby
pins; 18 theater stubs; more
bobby pins; 1 tennis ball; and,
what do you know! A check for
a short beer.
Now, I ask you, gentle reader,
is there anything unusual about
this list? Just the ordinary
equipment that any normal, redblooded American girl would
carry with her.

ing the microscopic universe for
other organisms which would be
detrimental to harmful bacteria.
Thus the field of antibiotics began in earnest.
These "wonder workers" are
generally found in the soil. Soil
samples from all over the world
are collected, tested, and retested.
The bacteria which are
found in each soil sample are
tested against a standard organism. If one of the bacteria kills
the standard organism, it is
grown and nourished and retested against harmful bacteria.
If it consistently kills, it is grown
in large amounts. The fraction
which contains the antibiotic action is extracted.
This extraction process takes large and expensive equipment.
From gallons and gallons of media just a
pinch of the antibiotic is obtained; so, the high price is
readily explained.
The new drug may be fine in
the laboratory, but often it will
play havoc when used in the
body.
It is often very toxic
and can do more harm than

good.
Toxicity is reduced to a
mm1mum by testing the new
antibiotic on laboratory animals.
Even though the new antibiotic is not toxic, even though it
kills many disease-causers and
can be produced ~heaply in large
quantities, it still may not turn
out to be such a "bright light"
as has been found in many of
the new drugs after continued
use.
The reason:; for this are
varied.
Some of these antibiotics are narrowly limited in
the types of diseases they will
treat.
Some have undesirable
side reactions or bring only partial or temporary relief rather
than complete cures.
Others
are so costly in quantities required for treatment that very
few people can afford them.
And too, some are still painful
or dangerous to administer.
Thus a possible "wonder
drug" is twisted and turned and
put through hundreds of tests in
the hope that there will be another strong defensive weapon
against disease.

•••
•

STUDENTS RESPOND TO
McCALL'S LETTER DRIVE
Oilier Groups Join Drive;
News To Prepare Survey ·:
The response to the LETTERS
TO MeCALLS _DRIVE has been
most encouraging. Both faculty
and students have taken up this
drive with real enthusiasm.
Other organizations are cooperating b this campaign also.
Among these are the Covington
Diocesan Sodality Union under
the sponsorship of the Catholic
Truth Chairman and the Ohio
Federation of Notre Dame de
Namur Alumnae in which the
cities -of Cincinnati, Dayton,
Hamilto:i, and Columbus are
represented.
The NEWS plans a detailed
report of the survey of this response for the next issue.

:-:

:-:

:-:
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Prof's Corner
P1·of. L. Selze1·
By Tlwlmu Dirismore

Have you made· your tax return for 1946;
Do you have to
estimate your income for 1947?
Yes, it's past March 15, but
here's the fellow who knows all
the answers - Lawrence Selzer.
An all-around Xavier man is
our "prof" for the week. After
his graduation from Xavier U:1iversity in 1931, Mr. Selzer was
associated with the Collector of

..............................................................

lnqui.ring
By Julie Geeks
.................. ~...........................................
Life is made up of one big
thrill after another - sometimes,
that is. Sure, stop kidding yourself, everyone has a thrill now
and then. From the hard-boiled
Sergeant to the calm, greenlUr. Lawrence Selzer
eyed professor to that \rough,
tough-and~tumble, All-American
end who lives in the ::-iext block. Internal Revenue for five years
as assistant chief of the Audit
Think back over your past, or .Section in the Income Tax Dimaybe it hasn't been too long vision. At present, as assistant
ago, when you were all-atwitter trust officer of the Central Trust
over something. Come on, now, Company, he prepares tax rewhat was one -0f the biggest turns for all trusts and estates
thrills you've had?"
of this c'ompany.
Jack Schuerman says his thrill
With this extensive background
has come in finding an apartMr. Selzer is well equipped to
; :ntdo ~~;~l us, Jack, how did teach ta~ation at the Evening
0
College. In 1939-1940 he was
"I go to a lot of bingos, and professor of accounting, and in
everytime I win, that's my thrill.
The prize doesn't matter." This the past two years he has been
comes from l\lae Veitor.
a professor of taxation.
"The mentality of my students
"Winning the Catholic League is above average for the ordinary
Swimming Meet in '45," says college student; but in all prob:~!c:r~~terfield. "I represented ability it is explained by the
fact that a large number of pro"Being initiated into Kappa fessional people and advanced
Sigma Mu was really a pig students take the course. My
thrill for me. 1 thoroughly en- class includes auditors, compjoyed it." So says Irene Paulus. trollers, accountants, a former
(Take note, Al Boex.)
F. iB. I. agent, practicing atKen Meunchen says he would torreys, and tax examiners, as
get the biggest thrill of all if he well as advanced accounting stucould win his company's bowl- dents seeking a degree."
ing league tournament. Good
Whether it is net profit gained
luck, Ken.
on a balance sheet, or a net ball
Virginia Schwander says that on the tennis court, Lawrence
boat ·rides give her a thrill. And
.
1
b t
·d
t . ht Selzer excels. Yes, an all-around
1 ow a ou
our n e 1as mg ' ·sportsman, our "prof" for the
Virginia.
week is a tennis enthusiast.
"My flight from Japan to
Hawaii is outstanding in the
Drugs-Wines-StationeryfI
thrills I've experienced," says
Gus Sheehan. "A close second
Tlie Abe Baum1·ing
was the sight of an Hawaiia:i
sunset from St. Louis College."

.............................................................

~

Notre Daine Prof.
Speaks At Eve. Col.
On Monday evening, April 29,
Professor Yves Simon of Notre
Dame University and the Aquinas Lecture Series of Marquette
University addressed a gathering in the auditorium of the
Downtown College. His subject
was "The Nature and Functions
of Authority."

EVENING COLLEGE PEEK
May 2-Meeting of the officers
of the Boosters' Club.
May 4-Beginning of National
Observance of Family Week.
May 8-Choral Club meeting.
May 11-Mothers' Day.
Important Booster Meeting.
May 19-Semester Exams Begin
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BASKETBALL BANQUET HONORS
MEMBERS OF 1946-47 SQUAD
Numerals, Letters Awarded ·To T~an1 Me111hers;
Bancl Praised For Entertain1nent Between Halves
By Claarlie Palmer., Neivs Sports Editor
A banquet honoring the 1946-47 Xavier Musketeer basketball
squad was held April 26 !.n the Hotel Alms. In addition to the
numerals and letters awarded the team, awards were also made to
the Xavier band which e:itertained so well between halves of the
games in Memorial Fieldhouse "the past season.
Toastmaster for the evening
was Paul "Chip" Cain, former evening, Dick Bray, local sportsXavier athlete and prominent caster and former collegiate ofCincinnati insurance man. Af- ficial.
Mr. Bray told several
ter a few remarks in which he amusing incidents about his
outlined the excellent possibili- playing days at Xavier and reties for· next season because marked how different the style
there will be no g~aduation loss- of play and conduct was then as
es from the team, Mr. Cain in- compared with the present day.
troduced the guest speaker of the During the course of his talk,

SPORTS SCHEDULE FOR
FIRST HALF OF MAY
Saturday, May 3
Baseball-Ohio U. here.
Tennis-Miami U. here.
·sunday, May 4
Baseball-Opening of TriState League here. .
Monday, May 5
Golf-U. c. at Maketewah
Tuesday, May 6
Baseball-Dayton U. at Dayton.
Wednesday, May 7
Golf-Wayne U. & Detroit
U. at Western Hills.
Thursday, May 8
Tennis-Louisville U. here
Friday, May 9
Tennis-Earlham Col. here
Saturday, May 10
Baseball-East Ken. State
Teachers at Richmond, Ky.

Track Team Is
Overwhelmed

Xavier's track team met with
defeat last Saturday afternoon at
Bray made several statements
the hands of U.C.'s trackmen on
which were in poor taste for
Western Hills High School's cinsuch a gathering, being of too
der path.
personal and irrelevant nature.
It was Xavier's first track meet
It reminded us of the recent
in 17 years. Although.Ray Tilgathering where "Dizzy" Dean
ton, Xavier's new track coach,
was rather disappointed at the
spoke of personal misfortune only to sit down minus any appoor showing of our thin-clads,
plause, however the number of
he expressed his confidence in
old grads at the Alms was quite
their ability to give a better aclarge and Bray
received his
count of themselves in their next
share of applause.
meet with Kentucky May 10.
The next speaker was BasketBad weather and the uncertain
ball Coach Lew Hirt - a busicondition of our track at the beness-like and objective speaker.
ginning of the season contribHirt remarked that he was not
uted grJatiy to the overwhelmsatisfied with the past year but
ing defeat by U.C.
believed that something· had
The meet with Cedarville has
been accomplished, and perhaps
been cancelled.
next season
he always
would foretold
get the':::============~.:..=.::.:::_...:.::.:..:.:..-:--_:_
feeling
he knew
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._ _....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AS J SEE IT:

a successful year.
Coach Hirt
could not ·give much· data on the
schedule except to say that there
would .be approximately sixteen
games listed on the home floor.
BY Dlclc Henkel
Quite a change from last s e a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - son's meager fare.
'Way back in the somber months of 1946, when Xavier's unAt the conclusion of his talk,
successful
football season brought many people to wonder what
Hirt awarded the Varsity "X"
to, Robert Heiny, Dick McQuade, caused the lack of co'-ordina.tion in Xavier athletics, this column
'Bob Alston, Dick Korb;'' Art also bemoaned the absence of unity in the grid team's efforts. Now,
Morthorst, Howard Schueller, for the benefit of those who may not have realized it as· yet, it
Bill Steenken, Ed Bissmeyer, and might be weli to .praise the definite co-ordination evident in campus
Captain Don Donovan.
Xavier athletic efforts. No one can offer a serious complaint any longer.
George Hiatt has the Muskie diamond team in fine shape, and
numerals were awarded to Bob
the
close-knit
organization of the baseball team should in itself be
McQuade, Jim Scully, Tony Espelage, Bob Benjamin, John responsible for a few added victories. Ray Tilton must also come
in for a little praise on the manner in which he has whipped the
Leugers, and Gene Driscoll.
The band came~- in for its share track team into a gang that seemed doubtful of ever competing
of glory- when Herman Muller, because of the late start they had in their initial organization, but
S.J., Band Moderator, gave a which now is competing as Xavier's first track team in 17 years.
eulogistic talk about the ·reor- Neither is it too...early to .proclaim the work of Ed Kluska and Bill
·Feldhaus as a vast improvement over the unpredictable club that
(Continued on Page 7)
lo.ok the "gridiron for the Blue and White last season. In a nutshell,
Xavier's athletic prowess is now making ·great progress under a
well-coordinated system which will surely produce victories in all
sports very soon.
TRUTH WILL OUT -;· ••
Life would certainly be a dull process if we couldn't enjoy a ·
Xavier's golf team scored its little chuckle at someone else's expense now a::id then, ·and a news .
first victory in three starts Mon- item of the past week gives us our opportunity to do just that.
day as it downed Western Ken- Two weeks ago this column scoffed at all the publicity given the
tucky, 10 to 8, in a return match feud between Wes Fesler of Ohio State and Paul Bryant of Kenat Maketewah Country Club. tucky over who was 'stealing whose football players. It turns up
This victory marked the begin- this week that an industrious ;;ports scribe down South- publishes
ning of a busy wef'.k for t~ a letter written from an Ohio State football -player to a .Dixie
Muskie mashie-wielders as a school, asking if he could come to terms with the .latter on the
game was scheduled for Friday matter of his playing football. It seems that the Ohio State people
with Centre College, Monday weren't treating him too well -financially or otherwise, and, being
with the University of Cincin- a son of the 01' South himself, he wanted to return there to connati, and Wednesday with tinue his ·pigskb-chasing. From' the grammar employed in his
Wayne U. of Detroit.
All but letter, this rugged individual must have been receiving passing
the U.C. match are to be played grades at Ohio State merely because he spelled his name right on
at Maketewah, the other at Sum- examinations! - and it was Mr ..Fesler who .griped to .the newspapers because the South was indiscriminately luring northern
mit Hills Country Club.
gridmen
to their fold. Tch, tch, what's that old saying about
Malcolm McMullen and Larry
-,Muething, in number one and "people who live in glass houses .. , ?"
two positions for the Blue, ac- FOR OARSMEN ONLY .•••
counted for eight points, while
Noted among correspondence received in the News office
Head and Chapman of Western lately was a commu·nication from John Wall, X freshman, who
Kentucky took one in the first would like to give impetus to a movement hereabouts for the forfoursome.
In the second quar- mation of a crew to compete with schools like Marietta U. It
tet Wright and Ganem scored seems that the Marietta boys ·have placed a racing shell on the
seven for the foe, while Vince Ohio River and are to test their rowing skill here at Cincinnati
Bamber and George Evans man- soon, and Mr. Wall thinks' that' Xavier could do likewise in a few
aged to gain two.
The match years if it so desired. The proposition is novel, to·-say the least!
was close all the way and was Of cou~se, there may be a few strong-backed Navy vets ·and even
not decided until Captain Evans some capable coxswains enrolled here who are sorrowing over their
forged ahead on the 17th hole departure from the salty realm of King Neptune, and they might
and went on to take the two like to pool_ their love of _the water in an effort to glorify Xavier
points that · gave the Muskies crew. Until further notice, though, all aspiring oarsmen will have
their victory.
to exist without a Muskie shell racing in any regattas. Sorry.

TJns
• WeeJ" Jn Sporl s

Divot-Men Score
10-8 Victory In
Return Contest

RICHARD J. HELD is the slugging ·batsman that hits in the
cleanup spot for Muskie baseball squad. Dick is 21 years old and
a freshman here· at Xavier University, working for his degree in
Physical Education. Being a home town boy, Held ·attended Roger
Bacon High and was a member of the Spartans' baseball and football teams.
Upon graduating from high school in 1943, Dick entered the
Navy and served in that branch of the service for the next 33
months. During that time he ·saw quite a bit of the South Pacific.
Held did not enter Xavier immj:!diately after being discharged.
He enrolled at West Georgia College last fall and played football
for the southerners. However, he transferred to Xavier in early
January and plans to complete his education here.
It was obvious from the first time he donned a uniform that
Held would be one of the Muskie regulars. Dick is a smooth ball
player both at the •plate and in the field. So far this season Held
has been very potent at the plate, hitting the ball long and often.
On the defense Dick seems to be at home in left field, patroling the
gatden in a professional manner.
Held has shown quite a bit of talent so far, and will probably
show more when Xavier is able to play their full schedule of games
without interruption by inclement weather.

a
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TENNISMEN OPEN SEASON Baseball Nine
WITH MIAMI u.· REDSKINS can~els Forirth
Coach Jack Jeffi:e's Musketeer raqueteers will open their season t?~orrow . afternoon on the University clay courts, weather
permi~tmg against the Miami University Redskins.
The tennis
~eam is the la~t .of the teams participating in spring sports to make
its debut. Originally scheduled against Vanderbilt University last
Saturday, the opening match was B b L b
f
N
·postponed until tomorrow be- 0
e ~r or 0 : 2'. doubles.
cause of a conflict in the VanFollowm~ the Mia~i match th.e
derbilt schedule and concurre!lt nets~ers will ~nt~rtam the Umcancellation of the match.
versity of Louisville, May B, and
Earlham College, May 9 First
B
. ad w~ather around the Quee~ road trip of the . ear ~ill be
City during the month of April made M
t By .
G
,h
r
't d ~h
·
.
ay 16 o ow1mg reen
- ;s th1mi~ .L e practice sessions for a match with Western Keno
e
av1er squad and as a tucky.
result most of the boys have not
rega.ined their best shape for the
coming season.
In annou:lcing his tentative
players for Saturday's match
(Continued from Page 6)
·Jeffre had to disregard many ganion of the band, made noipiboys whom he has not had the op- nation for award, and introduced
po~tunity to see work out yet, Mr. Gilbert Maringer, Director.
but who with better weather
The banquet was concluded
prevailing may get a greater op- with a few remarks and prayer
- .portunity to show their wares. by Owen J. Englum, s.J., FaeJeffre emphasized that no posi· ulty Moderator of Athletics.
tion had been clinched and all
Local figures in attendance at
are subject to change if a player the affair were, Jim Biersdorfer,
proves that he is competent. The noted referee; Al Stephan, forline-up for the Miami match is mer Xavier publicity man, Xatentatively, No. 1 Walt Molo:iy, vier coaches, Ed Kluska and BillNo. 2 Jerry Fagel, No. 3 Charlie Feldhaus, Ed VonderHaar, DiPalmer, No. 4. Bill Ahlrichs, No. rector of Public relations at X,
5. ,., Paul Purcell for the singles. Dan Tehan, referee, Dick Forbes
Molony and Fagel are set down of the Cincinnati Enquirer, and
for No. 1. doubles,_ and Bob Earl Lawson of the Cincinnati
Hummel and Frank /Schafer or Times-Star.

Annual Banquet
Honors X Squad

HERE's YOUR

PAGES~

ROTC H ighligh~s
(Continued from Page 3)

consist of Lt. Col. Rene L. DeElois, Major Wm. C. Justice, and
For the fourth consecutive Major Richard K. Carver. .
time within the past two weeks
All phases of training coverthe Xavier University baseball ed during the past year will be
nine had a scheduled collegiate
checked by the inspectors. The
game cancelled because of inclement weather.
The score highlight of the all day program
stands: Weatherman Institute 4 will be the ceremonial parade
Xavier O.
' and review which will begin at
The game with Miami Uni- nine o'clock.
.
Colonel Dunn stated that there
vers1ty will be.played at Xavier, would· be continuous activity
May 13th, while the postponed
.
. throughout the day. The schedg ~mes with. ~entucky, Oh10 ule is arranged so that each secate, and Gmcmnati have not
as yet been definitely resched- tion will be active at all times.
Written tests will be conductuled.
Tomorro~v the Musketeers '·en- ed in all theoretical subjects;
tertain Ohio University at Xa- and -practical subjects will be
vier Field.
The game will covered in tl"!e fieldhouse or on
start at 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday the the drill field. These are broad
Blue Battalion travels to Day- in scope and include, to mention
ton where they will meet the a few, military organization, inDayton University Flyers. The dividual weapons, hygiene and
Muskies will play Cedarville first aid, occupied territories and
College at Cedarville, Ohio next troop movements.
The PMS&T stated ·that he is
Thursday.
Coach Hiatt's club , will open confident Xavier will make a
the Tri-State season here Sunday, May 4th.
The opposing
e~pert
team has not been announced
fit a11d
as yet.

fine showing, and he has high
hopes of winning the award for
't:!xcellence.

Scheduled Game

8

For
fine

California leads all other states
py a wide margin, in the numbe;
of licensed air pilots, according
to the civil Aeronautics Administration.

~~?
RU'l'H BEST
THEATRICAL AGENCY
Ruth Best
Carol Chapelle • Sammy Leed.I
Sinton Hotel CBerrf 3333

tailoring,
eonafort ••.•

ARROW SHIRTS

·weeK~

ALLOWANCE, SON !

-.

'' 1

'

,, /

--~-,
/~

,,. I I \ \ '

NO GO, POP! YOU
DIDN'T OEOUCT
FOR PAYROLL.
SAVINGS!

/

...Smart

Kif/, Junion

Maybe smarter than his fa th er ·• • • unless .
father is buying U. S. Savings Bonds on a Payroll Savings ·Plan, or regularly at his bank or
post office.
Buying these Bonds-and holding them-is
one of the wisest things any American_ can do.
In_ 10 years, you get back $4 for every $3
you've put in. Meantime, your investment helps
protect you and your country against the.threat
'
of inflation.
Can you think of any bette~ use foi: mo~ey
you don't really need to~ay?.

ARROW WHITE OXFORD SPORT SHIRTS,
long-sleeved style with the popular new widespread collar that can be worn with or without a He. Sizes small, medium and
large
3.75

/

Save ihe ts_sy way••rt,uy V!Y! bonds thro~gh payroll savings

~~-·~
ON THE. PARKWAY
. .,

SHORT-SLEEVE VERSION of the same white
Oxford Cloth shirts. Collar can be worn
open or shut. Ideal summer shirt, for Oxford
is the cotton that launders like a breeze.
Sizes small, medium and large
3.00
Mabley's Men's Furnishings

Mahley

&

Street Floor

tarew
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Masque Society
Rehearses Plays
"The Play's the Thing" is the
theme of Masque Society members these balmy, spring days as
rehearsals continue and actors
strive frantically to master their
lines before curtain time.
As yet no date has been set
for the performances but the
three one-act plays, "The Valiant," "If Men Played Cards As
Women Do,'' and "Barracks
Life" will be presented the latter part of May in one of the
local auditoriums.
Taking part in "The Valiant"
are Jean Hallor~n, R. V. FitzGerald, Walter Whalen and
Frank Balmert.
The "Bridge"
.skit features Al Bischoff, Gene
Friedmann and John Hinkler.
Casting for "Barracks Life" has
not yet been completed but author Walter Whalen says that
rehearsals have already begun.

Verkamp Debate
Won By Poirot
(Continued from Page 1)
announced the decision of the
judges, the choice between the
t wo t earns was a d 1·mcu It one
since the question
itself was
complicated and the arguments
on both sides were so evenly
presented.
Included on the
negative team besides Mr. Poirot were William H. Bocklage,
'48, and John M. Leahy, ,49:-·
The Xavier Clef Club and
Band entertained the s ma 11
crowd with a few of their favorite selections during the intermission.
The Rev. John Wellmuth, S.J., moderator of the society, expressed his thanks to
those organizations, and to Mr.
Robert C. Dauer, '48: who acted
as Chairman and Master of Ceremonies for the occasion.
Award of the gold medal, the
prize of the debate, will be made
to Mr. Poirot at the commencement exercises in June.

WANT ADS
Wanted by Music Teacher: To
rent or share studio. Prefers
b t '11
.
dow!lt 0 Wn I oca t ion
u Wl consider other locations. Contact
Box O, XU News Office, Hinkle
Hall.
FOR SALE: Summer Dinner .Tncket,
l'nlm Bench, Long Lnpel, 'Single
nrenste<l.
Too smnll for owner.
Contnct Ilox 0, XU News OIIlce, Illnklc IInII.
J<'OR SAJ.t;:
Dnrk brown leather
zipper jncket, silk lined, medium size,

'Smnll for owner,
Contnct Box 0,
XU ·News Office, Hinkle Hall.
LOST: One gnbnt'dlnc topcont at
News Dnnce April 18. ·
'Vrong coat
plcke<I up.
Woultl like my topcoat
for one left In Its pince.
Sec Tom
Courtne~., Ilnrrncks 12.
WANTED: lluslc Tenclwr would like
to rent or slmt'e studlu.
Prefers
downtown locntlo1I hut will consider
other locntlons.
Contnct Box o,
xu News Office, ninklc natl.
.
WANTED: St11<teut to work In 1111lni: stntlon :Monday, Wcdnesdny, an1l
l•'rlda~·.
Hours, from 7 to 10 or ns
~·ou·r class schedule will permit. Cnll
III-:W.1.
WANTED TO SELL: Diirk brown
I
j
Ilk 11 J
Ienther z 1n1er neket, s ·
ne< , medium size,
~·oo
smnll for owner.
Contnct Box 0, News Office, or Ed.
Weymnn.

Raincoats
'
Umbrellas
Rubbers
.
Galoshes

'\

for men, women
and children.
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(Continued from Page 4)
Eleanor Steber, soprano, were
outstanding. Jascha Heifetz, violinist, was somewhat disappointing in his appearance.
The Philadelphia Orchestra,
Eugene Ormandy conducting,
was. the only orchestra to visit
here on tour. A suberb program
was played for a virtually empty
house. Why did Cincinnati turn
away from one of its greatest
evenings of music?
Elsewhere in musical Cincinnati the names have likewise
been more imposing than the
programs themselves. The Artists Series presented at the Taft
Auditorium g a in e d prestige
mainly from the Vladimir Horowitz piano Tecital and the Ballet
Theatre's exquisite work.
Little more can be said for the
productions at 'the Cox Theater
and Emery Auditorium which
have bordered on vulgarity if
not always on immorality. The
dramatic musical, The Lute Song,
·and the auspicious wit of The
State of the Union were the
choice offerings at the Cox. The
Emery brought two musical .
comedies, Oklahoma and Carmen
Jones, which were quite respectable with noteworthy companies.
Hamlet, actually the blue-penciled GI Hamlet of Maurice Evans
easily surpassed all the tawdry
stage productions of the season.

•
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Ro11ra: 10 lo 5:30; Telephone DUnbar 4700

An Ideal

Gllt lor

DAD!

.

Blgh-Carbon, Stainless Steel
/

pocket knife·
~)
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PATNA JJl.ISSIONS
(Continued from Page 1)
vital part the Patna mission collect.ions taken up here and in
other Jesuit schools play in
meeting daily expense's.
He
asked the News to extend the- sincere gratitude of the Jesuit
Mission Society for the gener~sity of Xavier students, give
them his blessing and his request
for the continuation of the fine
support they have shown in the
past.

tax /ree
J

This tiny but mighty pocket knife is a masterpiece in stain·
less steel!

Made with high carbon razor steel blades that are

rusiproof and stainproof. The ideal gift for Father's Day •

. ..

Graduation . • • or to give as a very special· treat to yourself t
Made with or without chain shank.

FLACH

BROTHERS

Wholesale Grocera

• • • •
2nd and Vine Streets

Street Floor

Cincinnati, Ohio
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